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Today's mail "brought me some, practical, usuable facts from the

Bureau of Homo Economics in Washington, and I'm going to pass them on

to you without losing any time.

For this is the season of the year when we want information about

selecting dress fabrics; in particular, cottons and silks and rayons.

So, before you go shopping, tuck these items away in a corner of your
mind. First, here's what the Bureau of Home Economics says about cottons :

"Remember that cottons, aside from some novelties, must be washed.

If they will not wash satisfactorily, they are not economies. Fabrics
with colors fast to sun and washing cost very little, if any, more than
those that fade. Look for a color guarantee on the fabric you are pur-
chasing. If it does not have such a label, ask the salesperson or the

buyer for definite facts. Loosely woven fabrics or those with loosely
twisted yams often shrink badly. Many cotton fabrics are now labeled
'ore- shrunk. 1 This only means that they have been subjected to a shrinkage
process. They may shrink some more when laundered. However, you can
expect less shrinkage from such fabrics than from those not so labeled.
Wore dependable is the label "completely shrunk." This means that there
will be no noticeable shrinkage.

"For garments from which you exoect good wear, avoid fabrics with
yarns that are crooked and look as though they had been pulled out of
place when the fabric v?as finished. They may have been overstretched.
If so, the cloth will spring back to its original smaller size when washed.
Cottons that have been excessively starched or 'filled' will shrink, and
will be sleazy and disappointing after the first washing."

So much for the cottons . Next, advice from the experts about silks :

"Good silk fabrics cannot be made at little cost. Unless they are
made of s-qun silk, low-priced ones usually are sleazy or excessively
weighted so that they will not last long. Sometimes silk is labeled
'Pure dye.' This originally meant that the silk was dyed 'pare, 1 that is
without weighting. A recent trade practice agreement approved by the Federal
Trade Commission forbids the use of this term if the silk contains more than
ten percent of weighting, or in the case of black silk, of ir.ore than fifteen
percent.





"It is "best to test silk by burning a sample in case there is no

label. As -ure dye silk burns, it gives off the strong odor of burning
feathers, and leaves only a small amount of ball- shaped ash. If silk is

heavily weighted , the ash that remains will have almost the. same shape

as the original sample. In other v/ords, the small amount of silk burns

away, leaving the metallic substances used to make the fabric heavy.

Sometimes weighted silk feels harsh and. metallic as you handle it. Such

fabrics also split and tear easily after a while. An excessively weighted

silk garment will even lose strength as it hangs in the closet or lies in

the bureau drav/er.

"If silk is offered at a bargain, it may be weighted so much that

it has become terder since it was first put on the shelf; hence the low
cost. That bargain is not a bargain. Spun silk, made by spinning short

pieces of silk fiber into a yarn, is used particularly in wash silks.

Such fabrics cost less money and usually wear well."

And last, facts about rayon ;

"Every year brings forth new fabrics, with improvements over those

of the year before. And a good thing about synthetics is that good ones
can be purchased very reasonably. Thi s year you can get very attractive
dress synthetics that are cool to wear, resistant to wrinkles, practical
to launder, and more reliable at the seams than they have been heretofore.

"But, if there are no labels for information, ask about color fast-
ness, whether the material will shrink or stretch, and if so, how much.
There are always qualities not so good, along with the good. Avoid those
fabrics with fibers which break and seem brittle, also those that fray
and pull out easily. Make certain, as with silks, that rayons are pure
dye. Sometimes they are heavily weighted with substances which are removed
by the first washing, leaving a flimsy, unsatisfactory fabric. Some rayons
are very weal.: when wet and must be washed with great care."

Well, with all these facts in mind, we ought to be able to find
materials that are pretty as well as durable, fabrics that will give us
full return for our money.

How, for those who are going to buy some ready-made garments, to

wear in the Easter parade, the Bureau of Home Economics offers these words
of caution:

"Clothing made of durable material may cost more, but it will wear
better and be inore economical in the long run. Look at the quality of all
the fabrics in the garment you are buying. Hot ice the width of seams, the
stitching, and reinforcements at the places of hard wear. These details
show good or bad workmanship. They count as much as style and becomingness
toward making the purchase satisfactory. If the garment is made at home,
sometimes more durable material and better workmanship can be obtained even
if the money cost is the same, or a very little less.

"Clothing should be fitted so it is comfortable when the wearer is
walking and sitting, as well as standing. It mast be large enough so it
will not be subject to undue strains at the seams. Watch for skimp cutting
in bargain counter garments. A simple becoming design, well fitted, will
not look out of date as soon as will a more involved and elaborate one.
Cheap, conspicious trimmings soon look tawdry. Light-colored and fragile
ones add to the cleaning difficulties and cost of the garment."

And so ends our chat on "Clothing Economies," from the Bureau of
Home Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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